1-2 year olds

3-4 year olds

4-5 year olds

twirl in a circle, arms in 5th like a ballerina

lots of twirling, running, galloping,
attempting to skip

jumping, twirling, moving from low to high
positions, inverting, incorporating moves from
ballet and other dance classes into her own hip
hop on one foot (while turning sometimes) shaking boogie

bounce to music

gallop/chasse

running and falling on purpose

attitude derriere (!)

"Dance Moves" that he makes up but tries to
repeat

make different facial expressions

spin around and around, run, hop, jump, moving
legs back and forth
dancing, finding rhythms

fall down

choreographing

copy gross motor movement

roll on floor

dancing, posing

criss cross jumping

dramatic pauses

clap rhythm with her hands, on her legs, chest

weight shifting by switching feet back and forth

jump, roll, bounce, run, somersault arabesque with arms akimbo

climb everything

balancing on one leg

spinning

spinning on one foot

sit and spin by walking feet around self

table move! shooting star! down dog with one
leg up

jumping, twirling, skipping

gesturing with hands, shoulders, head

roll

head/eye initiated movements

booty shaking

egg beater with arms

one hand high one hand low marching

skipping

spinning to get dizzy

hips side to side

chassé or gallop

running

seated rocking side to side with arms out

butt spins

spiraling hand and watching it

pulling body along floor on tummy

donkey kicks

whole body laughter

more goal oriented, moving her dolls

spinning

dancing, head leading

turning

Bucking Bronco (lying on back, rolling butt off
the floor and kicking both legs)

leaping

Donkey Kicks (basically downard dog with one
leg extended up)

posing

How does your
child like to
move? (Jump,
twist, fall down
slowly, etc)
jump, twist, flap arms

2-3 year olds

5-6 year olds

arm sweeps

1-2 year olds

2-3 year olds

3-4 year olds

turning under my arm

being swung backwards or upside
down, doing yoga together or
"dance parties" though she is
content with us watching her
perform and doesn't necessarily
need us doing it with her
mimicking/mirroring

carried, or flipped around, faux contact improv
style!

flipped upside down

holding hands and running in a circle

"contact improvisation"

holding hands and going in a circle

ride on shoulders

"slow dance" in my arms

steamrolling up and down my body weight sharing

mirroring

roll contact improv style on the ground

crawl/walk through our legs

falling on me

being swung around

"bodywork" limb holding and mobilization,
learning other methods...

be tossed on a pile of pillows

stand on our feet and slow dance

slow rocking cuddle dance

cartoon style tango

negative space score

spin in a circle while being held

copying shapes back and forth

dinosaur kisses (a different kind of
dinosaur for each kind of face
touching kiss)
airplane

me holding her close and forward folding
(upside down ba-a-aby)

hold hand and lean away

monkey hug (where I let go and
she holds on)

rocking side to side while hugging

nuzzling into each other like a cat

holding hands, hula dancing,
spinning, skipping together, ring
around the rosie

performing duets and solos, prefers duets

How does your
child like to
move with an
adult
(parent/caregiv
er)?
be swung around by the arms

jump into our arms from high position and be
spun upon catching

4-5 year olds

crawling under legs

formal Contact practice (falls, bodysurfing,
weight exchange)

5-6 year olds

holding hands and side stepping (like a slow
chasse)
playing freeze dance with music
stopping/starting
running and slamming into me
being held and twirled upside down
climbing my body
"giant walking" sitting on a foot (with another
child on the other foot) while I walk
mirror movement, or reciprocal movement

